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Tips for Optimal Quality

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 
connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 
1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted. 
Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately 
so we can address the problem.

If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom 
right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.
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Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email 
that you will receive immediately following the program.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 
ext. 2.
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If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please 
complete the following steps:

• Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located 
to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the 
printer icon.
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Interest Rate Hedges in Real 
Estate Financing



Why do we need hedges for 
commercial real estate lending?

• It’s all about RISK and PREDICTABILITY

• For the project, cash flow is relatively stable.  

• Most commercial loans are priced based on a 
floating rate of interest, such as the London 
Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR).

• Loan terms can run from 5 to 20 years.  Interest 
rates over such a long period can be unstable and 
unpredictable.
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Concerns 

• Lenders are hesitant to lend at fixed rates out of 
concern for the unpredictable future spread 
between the loan rate and the lender’s own cost 
of funding.

• Project borrowers are hesitant to agree to a 
floating rate out of concern for the unpredictable 
future spread between the loan rate and the 
project cash flows.
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Mitigation of Risk
• Both Borrower and Lender have a motivation to 

reduce the risk caused by uncertain future 
interest rates.

• Derivative or hedge is a separate agreement that 
is used to mitigate the interest rate risks.

• Creates cash flows outside of the loan that aim to 
facilitate Borrower’s ongoing payments of loan 
interest.
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Types of Derivatives
• Interest Rate Cap: puts an upper limit on the interest rate of a 

Borrower’s floating rate loan. Caps provide protection from rising rates, 
while still permitting a customer to benefit from falling rates. Borrowers 
typically pay an upfront fee for this protection.

• Interest Rate Floor: puts a lower limit on the interest rate of a 
Borrower’s floating rate loan. Borrowers receive an upfront fee for giving 
up the benefit of falling rates.

• Interest Rate Collar: a combination of a Cap and a Floor that puts both 
an upper and lower limit on the interest rate of a customer's floating rate 
loan. Collars are often structured as “costless,” so that the fee paid for the 
Cap is equal to the fee received for the Floor.

• Interest Rate Swap: allows a Borrower to effectively convert a floating 
rate loan to a fixed rate for a period of time. There is no upfront cost to a 
Swap. The cost is built into the fixed rate that the Borrower pays to the 
Provider.  Both “legs” of the Swap are netted, such that on each payment 
date only the party with the higher payment makes a net payment to the 
other party.
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Rate Cap
Parties:  Borrower and Rate Cap Provider 

Overview:  An interest rate “insurance policy.”

Transaction:  Borrower pays premium—typically in a single upfront 
payment—to rate cap Provider.  Agreement sets a strike price—
during any payment period, if the Borrower’s floating interest rate 
exceeds the strike price for that period, the Provider pays the 
difference multiplied by the notional amount.

Notional amount of cap is sized to cover all (or an agreed portion) 
of loan principal.  If the loan amortizes, then the cap should also be 
structured to amortize in sync with the loan.  Duration of cap 
usually equals the initial loan term, excluding any planned 
extensions.
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Rate Cap

• Rate Cap cashflow diagram 

Borrower
Rate Cap 
Provider

LIBOR minus strike rate

Upfront premium
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Rate Cap – An Example
Loan interest rate: LIBOR + 1%
LIBOR at loan closing: 2%
Strike Rate on Rate Cap: 3%
Borrower’s net cost capped at Strike Rate plus loan margin = 4%
• If LIBOR goes up, Rate Cap proceeds fund Borrower’s increased 

interest cost
▫ E.g., LIBOR increases to 6%

 Debt service: 6% + 1% = 7%
 Borrower receives from Rate Cap Provider: 6% - 3% = 3%
 Borrower’s net borrowing cost: 7% - 3% = 4%

• If LIBOR goes down, cashflow from property funds Borrower’s 
interest cost
▫ E.g., LIBOR decreases to 1%
▫ Debt service: 1% + 1% = 2%
▫ Borrower receives from Rate Cap Provider: 0% (LIBOR less than Strike 

Rate)
▫ Borrower net borrowing cost: 2%
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Rate Cap Advantages and 
Disadvantages

Advantages to Borrower
- Effectively sets a maximum interest rate on its loan
- Benefits if the interest rates are above strike rate
- No ongoing payments from Borrower (if prepaid)
- No downside cost (beyond the premium) if the floating 

rate is lower than the strike rate (borrower gets to 
“keep” the difference when floating rate declines)

Disadvantages to Borrower
- Requires upfront premium payment in addition to 

regular closing costs
- Premium will be higher the longer the term of the cap 

and the lower the strike rate
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Interest Rate Swap
Parties: Borrower and Swap Provider

Overview:  Generally a periodic exchange of a floating 
interest rate for a fixed interest rate 

Transaction:  Typically, Borrower pays a fixed interest 
rate in exchange for a floating interest rate, in each 
case multiplied by the notional amount.  Each party’s 
payment for a payment period is netted against the 
other party’s payment, with only the party whose 
payment is larger making a net payment to the other.
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Interest Rate Swap

• Interest Rate Swap cashflow diagram 

Borrower
Interest Rate 

Swap Provider
LIBOR

Fixed rate payment

PERIODIC PAYMENTS
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Interest Rate Swap – Advantages and 
Disadvantages
Advantages to Borrower:
- No up-front premium payment (meaning lower closing 

costs for borrower)
- Longer durations than rate caps, including the possibility 

to price in anticipated loan extensions
- Predictable, set loan coupon payments over time
Disadvantages to Borrower
- No benefit if interest rates decrease (any savings on loan 

interest are passed through to swap Provider)
- Swap rate generally incorporates a fee spread
- Possible additional secured creditor
- Potentially high termination payments on default or 

other early termination
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Forward Starting Derivatives

• Swap or cap with an effective starting date set to 
occur in the future.

• Used to effectively “lock in” a lower rate where 
the borrower knows with some certainty the size 
and date of a future borrowing.
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Issues Related to Rate Floors in Loans
• Many variable rate loan agreements feature a zero floor (i.e., 

LIBOR deemed to be zero if observed rate drops below zero). 

• In typical hedge documents, which use standardized rate 
definitions, there is no such floor.

• This mismatch could theoretically, disadvantage borrower, 
since it may end up paying more on the swap (absolute value 
of negative LIBOR plus its fixed payment) than it “receives” 
under its loan at negative LIBOR.

• It is difficult (though not impossible) to convince hedge 
providers to add a LIBOR floor to hedge documentation, and 
the cost may be higher priced swap.
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Security for Swap 
• Unlike a Rate Cap, the Borrower has an ongoing 

payment obligation to Swap Provider.  Borrower 
will be responsible for the fixed Swap Rate 
payments for the term of the Swap (subject to 
netting).

• Because it takes ongoing credit exposure to the 
Borrower, Swap Provider will typically demand 
that it is secured by the loan collateral on a pari 
passu basis with the lenders.
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Security for Swap

• If the swap Provider is not a lender, creates 
intercreditor priority issues.  

• Who is the swap Provider?  Not the local community 
bank…

• What is the payment for breach of the Swap 
Agreement?  The amount it takes for Swap Provider 
to get the “opposite” agreement on the open market.

• Means that higher interest rates may push the Swap 
Rate spread higher, meaning a greater penalty for 
default
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Purchasing a Rate Cap
• Because caps do not typically require collateral, 

borrower may purchase cap from any cap Provider 
that meets the lender’s requirements.

• Rate caps are typically purchased through an 
auction process.

• Borrower’s hedging advisor typically prepares a bid 
package and sends it to prospective rate cap 
Providers to solicit interest for the auction.

• On day of trade, the hedging advisor holds separate 
recorded calls with each bidding bank.  The rate cap 
is generally awarded to the lowest bidder.
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Executing a Rate Swap
• Lenders typically do not want non-lenders to 

have a security interest in the loan collateral, 
and so rate swap Provider is likely to be a lender.

• Hedging advisor may negotiate with swap 
Provider for a specific number of basis points 
over published swap rates.

• On day of trade, hedging advisor holds a 
recorded conference call with swap Provider to 
review trading screen where agreed-upon swap 
rate is published.
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Hedge Documentation

• Hedge term sheet/bid package
• Recorded phone call during which trade is executed
• Trade ticket
• Trade confirmation
• ISDA Master Agreement and Schedule (or, for many 

rate caps, a long-form confirmation that 
incorporates the terms of an ISDA Master 
Agreement and Schedule)

• ISDA Protocols (or other similar bilateral 
documentation)
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Pre-Trade Documentation and Call

• Hedge term sheet/bid package
▫ Typically prepared by hedging advisor.

• Recorded phone call to execute hedge
▫ Typically on day of, or a day prior to, loan closing.
▫ Counsel typically not involved in trade phone call.
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The Trade
• Trade ticket

▫ Hedge provider generates trade ticket immediately 
after hedge is executed on recorded phone line.

▫ Very short form document memorializing the primary 
economic terms of the trade.

• Hedge confirmation
▫ Hedge provider typically prepares confirmation within 

one or two days following trade execution.
▫ Detailed confirmation of the executed rate cap or swap 

(may be “long-form”).
▫ Should match the term sheet/bid package.
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ISDA Documentation

• All rate caps and swaps are documented under 
an ISDA Master Agreement and Schedule (using 
either 1992 or 2002 form).

• Contains credit and other rights and remedies 
that govern trade.
▫ Cap documentation is largely standardized and 

counsel do not get deeply involved.
▫ Because swap provider takes credit exposure to 

borrower, swap documentation includes many 
more credit terms that need to be negotiated.
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Impact of Dodd-Frank regulations
• Following the financial crisis, swaps, caps and 

collars are now all regulated as “swaps” under the 
U.S. Commodity Exchange Act

• The following requirements now all potentially
apply to all swaps:
▫ Central clearing
▫ Execution on swap execution facilities (SEFs)
▫ Regulatory reporting
▫ Recordkeeping

• In addition, every party to a regulated swap must be 
an eligible contract participant (ECP)
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Dodd-Frank cont’d
• Central clearing and SEF execution

▫ All regulated swaps that have been officially designated for 
central clearing must be executed on a SEF and cleared, 
unless an exemption or exception applies
 Most tenors of LIBOR fixed-to-floating swaps are required to 

be cleared
 Caps and collars not yet required to be cleared

▫ Central clearing and SEF execution require additional 
documentation and expense (including margin)

▫ End-user exception to mandatory clearing and SEF 
execution (non-financial entity using swap to hedge or 
mitigate commercial risk and satisfies related reporting 
obligation)
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Dodd-Frank cont’d

• Regulatory reporting
▫ Swap data and real time reporting
▫ Obligation to report belongs to swap dealer
▫ Some data publicly disseminated on an 

anonymized basis
▫ Each party to a swap must obtain (and maintain) a 

legal entity identifier (LEI) which is used for 
purposes of reporting
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Dodd-Frank cont’d

• Recordkeeping
▫ All parties to swaps under CFTC jurisdiction 

required to retain “full, complete, and systematic 
records” of their regulated swaps

▫ Includes swap documentation and all records 
demonstrating that it is entitled to elect the end-
user clearing exception (if applicable)

▫ Records must be retained until at least five years 
following the final termination of the swap
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Dodd-Frank cont’d
• ECP—marker of sufficient sophistication to transact 

swaps
▫ Simplest ways to qualify are (for entities that are not 

commodity pools) 
 total assets in excess of $10 million; or
 net assets in excess of $1 million, and enters swaps in 

connection with its business or to manage risks 
associated with its assets or liabilities

▫ There are other ways to qualify as an ECP
▫ Guarantors who guaranty swap obligations must also 

qualify as ECPs
▫ ECP guarantors and “keepwell provisions”
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Dodd-Frank and Industry Protocols

• Business conduct standards
▫ Following enactment of Dodd-Frank, large dealers 

required to register as swap dealers
▫ Swap dealers are subject to enhanced business 

conduct regulations as well as other requirements
• Industry Protocols

▫ Most of the Dodd-Frank compliance requirements 
are addressed in multilateral contractual 
amendments, known as ISDA protocols
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Other Regulatory Requirements
• Qualified financial contracts (QFCs)

▫ If swap dealer is a global systemically important bank 
(GSIB) or affiliate of a GSIB, after January 1, 2019 it 
will require special provisions in its derivatives 
contracts relating to special resolution regimes

• EMIR and other non-U.S. regulatory regimes
▫ If swap dealer is organized in a foreign jurisdiction, it 

may be subject to additional regulatory requirements 
(e.g., EMIR in EU)

▫ These requirements may be satisfied by 
representations and acknowledgements in swaps 
documentation or adherence to industry protocols
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Benchmark Replacement

• Most commercial loans and related hedges are 
priced based on LIBOR

• Global financial regulators have expressed concerns 
with the ongoing viability of LIBOR

• LIBOR will likely be officially discontinued within a 
few years

• Industry trade groups are working on replacement 
rates and universal fallbacks to documentation to 
allow for a smooth and orderly transition from 
LIBOR to replacement rate
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Role of Counsel: Rate Caps 

• For rate caps, borrower can purchase from 
anyone approved by lender

• Borrowers frequently engage hedging advisors to 
solicit bids for rate caps

• Borrower’s counsel should review bid package 
and confirm that confirmation conforms to bid 
package
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Role of Counsel: Swaps
• Since the swap Provider will likely be a secured 

party, loan and security documents will need to 
account properly for lien sharing.

• Ensure that swap terms match bid/commitment.
▫ Ensure that material provisions and defined terms 

in the loan and security documents are consistent 
with swaps documents where applicable

▫ Proper allocation of hedge proceeds and position 
in payments waterfall (may vary)

▫ Cross-default provisions between loan and swap 
documentation
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Role of Counsel: General

• Defined terms in hedge should match terms in 
loan documents (e.g., floating rate, rounding, 
business day convention, payment dates, strike 
rate, maturity date).

• Review hedge provider KYC and regulatory 
onboarding materials and advise borrower on 
appropriate responses
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Thank You
Aaron S. Marines
Russell Krafft & Gruber
asm@rkglaw.com

Chrys A. Carey
Morrison & Foerster
ccarey@mofo.com
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